Welcome to the 2017 Cosmic Turtle Moon Edition of the Noos-letter
…the awareness awakening through the unveiling of your consciousness codes is called Resurrection …
–Mevlana, The Knowledge Book
Welcome to the Cosmic Turtle Moon of Presence, the 13th Moon of the 13 Moon Planetary Service
Wavespell, holding the power of cosmic transcendence.
As we make our way to the closing of the Blue Spectral Storm year we are completing the Fourth Light Gate
in preparation for entry into the fifth. It is a time of synthesis and assessment as we prepare for the powerful
Yellow Crystal Seed year!
The Seven Light gates form an interdimensional bridge of Timeship Earth to other star systems. This bridge
is built upon the lost knowledge retrieved by the original power of seven. The first Light Gate was opened on
Galactic Synchronization 2013 (July 26) with ceremonies of Planetary Resurrection anchored at Mt. Shasta.










1987-2013: The Harmonic Convergence of 1987 began a 26-year resonant awakening of our planet
which culminated with the imprint of the new galactic beam accelerating the coded light body of Timeship
Earth and opening the Rainbow portal.
First Light Gate: 2013-2014: Yellow Galactic Seed Year. Modeling Awareness.
Second Light Gate: 2014-2015: Red Solar Moon Year. Inspiring Flow.
Third Light Gate: 2015-2016: White Planetary Wizard Year. Producing Receptivity.
Fourth Light Gate: 2016-2017: Blue Spectral Storm Year. Releasing Energy.
Fifth Light Gate: 2017-2018: Yellow Crystal Seed Year. Universalizing Awareness.
Sixth Light Gate: 2018-2019: Red Cosmic Moon Year. Transcending Flow.
Seventh Light Gate: 2019-2020: White Magnetic Wizard Year. Attracting Receptivity.
This 7-year cycle is also a time of “Sirian surveillance” and is followed by a 13-year cycle (2020-2033) to
establish the noosphere of Timeship Earth.
In the pulsar geometry, the thirteenth tone represents the conclusion of the fourth-dimensional time pulsar:
tones 1-5-9-13, that readies us to take magic flight to open the Fifth Light Gate! This Moon is followed by the
Day Out of Time, Kin 63, Blue Spectral Night.
Note: The Seed of the New Beam has been planted, but it is up to each of us to water our garden. To
receive the full energy of this new beam we must RECONNECT WITH OUR ESSENCE, and then stabilize
that connection. Only when we experience the Brilliance of our true essence will the rays of the non-dual
Light illumine us.
In this Yellow Crystal Seed Year, we, the Secret Dreamers, are being called to Universalize
Awareness and fulfill the Prophecy of the Return of the People of OMA (Original Matrix Attained).
May it be so despite external appearance! A ho!
This earth is nothing but movies to me. Just like the beam of a motion picture. So is everything made of
shadows and light. That’s what we are: light and shadows of the Lord, nothing else than that. There’s one
purpose: To get to the beam. —Paramahansa Yogananda, Kin 102

Wavespells of the year Blue Spectral Storm kin 219

The wavespell of the year, the Red Magnetic Moon kin 209, is the 17 wavespell of the Tzolkin and in the
Green Central Castle of Enchanting , Court of Matrix , that synchronizes the human and represents the
power of Healing

The 13th Moon, Cosmic Turtle Moon of Presence, is the 13th
step of the wavespell and connects with the Red Cosmic Dragon kin 221 –and it is the possibility to be
totally present in the nourishing energy of our being in order to transcend also the primal force of the
beginning .. As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibrium 1–13: The Physical Rescue
bottle and the Change in the New Aeon Bottle The more we connect to the totality of the resources in our
physicality and express them the more we can let go and change through an illumined heart.. At that point
we trascend being

In the Major Arcana of the Tarots B1 is. the outward journey of-the Path of the Magician and in the 20
Archetypes of the Galactic Tree of Life: The Primal Force

The Magician:To connect with creative energy. The end of self doubt and the beginning of self worth. The
vision of what might be and the possibility of creating it. Having potential and the possibility of using it well
I am the Galactatron—the Initiator—the Red Dragon. I am The Primal Force of Cosmic Being. I hold
the Marka Pole (upper pole) that controls the power of cosmic being and descends as cosmic knowledge. I
open the Universal Light Gate to the Court of the Avatar.

In the Major Arcana of the Tarots B13 is the outward journey of-the Path of Death and in the 20 Archetypes
of the Galactic Tree of Life: The Prophet.
Death: Changing. Death and rebirth on many levels. Let go of that which is no longer useful. Forgive. Face
the future with new faith.
The Prophet: I am The Prophet – Red Skywalker. I am the Third Seat of Power: Power
of Prophecy as the awakening of universal space.

Continuing our One Moon = One Kin count which began in the Magnetic Moon of the Yellow Overtone Seed
Year (1997), this Moon corresponds to Kin 260, Yellow Cosmic Sun in the wavespell of the Star,
in the Central Green Castle of Enchantement, Court of Matrix, that synchronizes the human. Represents the
power of Creativity

The 13th step of this wavespell relates to Kin 260, Yellow Cosmic Sun, and it is the possibility to endure in
order to enlighten transcending life.. As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibrium
20–13: The Star child bottle and the Change in the New Aeon Bottle . The more we heal the inner child and
become star children the more we can connect to a solar consciousness and change and let go the old
frequency

In the Major Arcana of the Tarots B20 is. the outward journey of-the Path of Judgement and in the 20
Archetypes of the Galactic Tree of Life: The Enlightened One

Path of Judgement : Change, the growth of self. Giving free reign to one's own inspiration and initiative.
Face life realistically. Guidance will be given, trust in one's own judgement. "As you sow so shall you reap".
The Enlightened One. My number is 20, the number of the totality of the universe. I was conceived and
born in meditation. My task is the awakening of all beings simultaneously. To know mw is to know the light of
truth that shines on everything

